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ROCHELLE GOLDBERG 
 
The sculptures of Rochelle Goldberg are structured by the logic of intraction—the artist’s term for an unruly set of 
relations in which the boundary between one entity and another is continually undermined. 
 
Across Goldberg’s body of work, intraction operates in tandem on the levels of form and content. The residue of the 
encounter between material and touch is significant for Goldberg: “The indentation on the surface of the ceramic 
material is the registration of the raw ceramic moving away from you while you are in the act of touching it…. [It] will 
continue to recede until you remove touch from it. The fingerprint arrives at the termination of this contact.” 
 
Handmade ceramic coils imprinted with synthetic snakeskin masquerade in a variety of forms: pelicans, fish, crocodile-
skin briefcases, Madonnas. Clusters of grapes merge with snakes and fins in oil-slick glazes suspended from barbed 
hooks. Crude oil pools bordered by glaze reflect their surroundings and become continuous with them. Plastic liners 
suggest the containment of organs and the disposal of waste, but these leaky sacs hold little more than errant fiberoptic 
light. 
 
Sprouting chia seeds planted in carpet undergo rapid growth under seemingly hospitable conditions, offering 
momentary refuge to local flora and fauna before sliding into swift decline. Others have been duped into growth by a 
toxic membrane steeped in crude oil, itself compressed plant matter caught between changes of state. An encrustation of 
seeds mixed with glitter, or dirt, or metal filings creates a border at 17” from the base of the architectural container—a 
high water mark that continues to entice efflorescence and oxidization.  
 
Rectilinear steel frames in tripartite formations act as mirrors and thresholds. They test our psychological attachment to 
barriers by conjuring porous boundaries, shimmering veils, and glass panes that move in and out of the realm of 
perceptibility alongside the body’s movements. For Goldberg, these frames operate as self-suturing cuts: in one move, 
they divide space and conjoin it, like the edge sliced off of a Möbius strip.  
 
A set of dark cavities punctuates the periphery. Surveillance apparatuses? Shallow receptacles? Concealed portals? 
Panoptic decoys? These Tans of Cuna, cans sunk into opposing walls, bracket the exhibition space. Their military-spec 
coatings—mirrored or superblack—deflect or absorb unlimited information while disclosing nothing of their own 
motives. 
 
In the space of Goldberg’s intraction, interiors are externalized and exteriors are internalized—boundaries and 
thresholds are set up only to be crossed. These sculptural forms are ontologically unreliable, casting into crisis some of 
Western culture’s deepest attachments to the body: that it occupies only one place at a time; that the space it occupies is 
mutually exclusive with space occupied by other bodies; that vision is the privileged mode of access to knowledge. 
Goldberg’s work calls for a reevaluation of these sedimentations by staging a situation in which duplicity and uncertainty 
maintain the upper hand.  

—Leah Pires 
 
Text excerpted from Leah Pires, “The Space Between Two Mirrors,” in Rochelle Goldberg: The Cannibal Actif (New York: Totem Press, 2016). 
 
Born in Vancouver, Rochelle Goldberg earned her MFA from Bard College, and currently lives and works in New York City. Goldberg was the recipient 
of the 2015 Louis Comfort Tiffany Award, and will be the Artist-in-Residence at the Atelier Calder in the spring of 2017. In 2016, Goldberg had her 
first institutional solo exhibition at SculptureCenter in New York. In the spring of 2016, Goldberg showed a large-scaled installation work in Mirror 
Cells, curated by Christopher Lew and Jane Panetta at the Whitney Museum of American Art, and in fall will have a major participation in the 
Okayama Art Summit, a biennial exhibition organized by Liam Gillick across multiple venues in Okayama, Japan.   



Rochelle Goldberg and Win McCarthy, “A Perceptual Game Between an Absence and a Presence”, Mousse Magazine, No. 55, 2016, pp.96-107
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ROCHELLE GOLDBERG AND WIN MCCARTHY IN CONVERSATION

Born in Vancouver, Rochelle Goldberg currently lives and works in New York City. In 
2016, Goldberg had her first institutional solo exhibition at SculptureCenter in New 
York. In the spring of 2016, Goldberg showed a large-scaled installation work in 
Mirror Cells, curated by Christopher Lew and Jane Panetta at the Whitney Museum 
of American Art, and this fall has a major participation in the Okayama Art Summit, 
an exhibition organized by Liam Gillick across multiple venues in Okayama, Japan. 

Rochelle Goldberg organizes sculptural environments starting from 
living, ephemeral, and synthetic materials, from crude oil and chia 
seeds to ceramic and steel. Win McCarthy stages his installations 
using organic matter as well as vinyl, Hydrocal, resin, and acetate. 
These similarities could make someone think that their practices  
are close. But are they?

MOUSSE 55 
R. GOLDBERG, W. MCCARTHY

A PERCEPTUAL  
GAME BETWEEN  
AN ABSENCE AND  
A PRESENCE

Win McCarthy (1986, Brooklyn, NY) lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. McCarthy 
has had recent solo exhibitions at Off Vendome, New York and will be exhibiting 
forthcoming at Boatos Fine Arts, Sao Paulo. Recent group exhibitions have inclu-
ded Pure Fiction at Marian Goodman Gallery, Paris, Mirror Cells at the Whitney 
Museum of America Art, New York, Puddle, pothole, porthole at the Sculpture 
Center, New York and THE SECRET LIFE at Murray Guy, New York. 
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99 A PERCEPTUAL GAME […]
R. GOLDBERG, W. MCCARTHY

ROCHELLE GOLDBERGThere was a time when we resisted the idea of our work 
overlapping.

WIN MCCARTHYI think there were more similarities in the beginning than 
there are now.

RG I think there are more similarities now than there were then.
WMBut we were treading similar ground in terms of material. 

Organic matter. Glass. Clear plastic. Definitely clay. There ’s prob-
ably more. Not to say that we were wielding them in the same way, 
but you can see how, from an outside perspective, it might have been 
easy to lump us together.

RG At the time I felt that the materials we used were inscribed 
by very different ideologies. So my concern was that placing our 
work in context carried a potential infection, not just in terms of 
reception, but at the origin of transmission, which might cause us 
to—feel confused. 

WMRight.
RG But the viral agents clarified themselves over time. The ci-

phers our work subscribed to somehow intersected—your use of 
plumbing, my use of digestion, both of which are circuitry winding 
through an evolving surface.

WMBut somehow, at the core, the point of crisis was always different.
RG Definitely.
WMOn some level, I’ve always been interested in the boundary 

between interiority and exteriority, and that boundary being a point 
of crisis. Of friction. Whereas your work has been pointedly exte-
rior, often with landscapes where the human body is conspicuously 
absent. 

RG I am interested in where interior and exterior collapse—the 
boundary is always leaking. If exteriority is in crisis, that puts pres-
sure on interiority. This pressure feeds back into it, and vice versa.

WMWhereas my work is operating within a solipsism. So that 
pressure happens in reverse. Maybe that was the core difference. At 
the beginning, when one first starts showing, the formal stuff weighs 
in heavily because you haven’t yet been able to demonstrate all the 
more multivalent, thematic stuff. So our work got grouped together 
because of material or formal similarities, rather than intention. But 
in these small group shows there was always some thought that the 
work might get confused. Or, as you said earlier, a perceived danger 
that the pieces would infect one another. Yet I always thought there 
was something important about that proximity. 

And anyway, we weren’t the only people working with or-
ganic matter, or clear plastic—that stuff was in the air. Ultimately it 
was generative for us. There ’s certainly something alarming about 
a shared formal vocabulary, since everybody’s always telling you 
to be yourself. But I think what it did was force us to be definitive 
about what that vocabulary was trying to describe. Maybe because 
of that possibility of infection, we were able to articulate ourselves 
better. That would be the hope.

What was the first time we ever showed together? Wasn’t 
it the 2014 Christmas show Turnkey of Forever After? I showed 
a faucet.

RG It was hanging out with my toilet.
WMAs if it was spouting into the toilet. The toilet thing is funny 

because I had been making poop paintings, so there was definitely 
a “scat” overlap.

RG In this abject tendency, both faucet and toilet are fixtures that 
burrow into an exchange space for body fluids. Somewhere in there 
was my initial impulse to articulate a space that could both span and 

breach a threshold—enact a cordon sanitaire so that thresholding it-
self, as a kind of perversion, could become an active experience. 
Perhaps even as the cannibalization of space through its displace-
ment? Can you devour your way out of it?

I wanted to ask: If you designate a space, even a space that is 
divided by walls, as inherently porous, does it then equally disperse 
the contour of the self? As if all at once you could be on either side 
of the wall, or both inside and outside of the cave? I used the hybrid 
space of species to perform the externalization of what might feel 
deeply foreign, and force an encounter toward an understanding. 
The fact that the toilet seats were snakeskin is significant because 
it implies direct contact with a surface that is other than human. In 
order to provoke the question: How far could you walk away from 
that limit and still have a trace of self?

WMLike, how far away you can get before you start to have to 
squint. And then all of a sudden, it’s completely out of sight.

RG And are you still here, if recognition implies a return? 
Regarding your floating scrims, at first I thought they were all about 
you, the idea that you had to see yourself everywhere in order to secure 
the idea. But then I started to understand that if an aspect of yourself 
is floating in thin air, then maybe you’ve invited it to get a little lost?

WMThat’s a nice reading. The intention was for them to act as 
perceptual reminders, reminding you that you’re looking. A lot of 
them had big holes cut out of the clear plastic sheeting. And the 
difference between the transparent material and the transparent hole 
was, you know, nearly imperceptible. Absence was indistinguish-
able from presence. 

RG “Clearly” [laughs] we are provoking a perceptual game be-
tween an absence and a presence through the use of liminal lines and 
transparent materials. My frames are purposefully empty, and you 
made a hole in clear plastic. To layer absence on absence is a strategized 
redundancy. What does the gap or the hole in the transparent space 
achieve? Does it leak? I think it establishes what we were just talking 
about—an active porosity that insists that these veils can be crossed.

WMI’ve always been interested in different kinds of transpar-
ency—glass, plastic, clear resin, water—arranged in a way where 
there ’s a perceptual slippage such that it is impossible to tell which 
material is which. Your brain is quietly making all these assessments 
of what things are made of: How heavy is it? Is it solid? Is it liquid? 
The hope in these pieces was to slow those functions down, so that 
your conscious brain actually has to deliberate about what’s what.

We were just looking at those clay coils you make, the snakes. 
Your sculptures are all made of these thousands of snakes that seem 
to have been put under a spell or hypnosis to gather into this figure 
or this foot. You realize that the briefcase is made of snakes, the 
pelican is made of snakes. Even the crocodile. As if the snakes are 
some kind of atomic building material. In just the way that all matter 
is made of essentially the same stuff, and it happens to organize for 
a brief time and then disperse. The snakes in your work seem like 
they’re just passing through, from entity to entity. But how about 
the snakes—or snakeskin? I mean, obviously, there ’s something 
about molting that’s pretty powerful. But how did you end up there?

RG The shed skin is the ghosting of a body—the serpent’s body 
that is no longer there. The discarded skin becomes an analog to the 
snake ’s former presence. It has a physical immediacy. The molted 
skin is the farthest-most exterior aspect of this living thing.

WMAlmost like a veil, in that sense.
RG When the snake sheds its skin, the discarded skin is inside 

out. And so you already have...
WM...this reversal.
RG Exactly. The action of something turning in on itself with the 

potential of being turned and turned and turned. I felt as though the 
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skin reintroduces the physical body, which becomes the tangled coil, 
and through this action different aspects of its absent image emerge. 
The exterior moves back into the realm of an interior that pushes up 
against the contour of the mold. The mold itself being the impression 
of an absent object. The tangle then teases the idea of its impossible 
return. Everything gets caught.

I think the tangles speak to the unstable flux of the object’s sta-
tus. Or, if anything, they undermine whatever coherency it ever had. 
And as for the crocodile, I wanted to introduce a predatory orifice—a 
tangible threat through a bite with consequence or a bite that could 
continue to bite—a bite that suggests an insatiability. The staging of 
digestion, then, offers a broad metaphor for all modes of sensorial 
acquisition, particularly processes in which external reality is con-
sumed, and then internalized, in order to be pushed back out again.

WMYou get this cyclical process where inside becomes outside 
becomes inside becomes outside. Dizzying.

RG Like you, I think of it as synaptic. That one thing touches the 
other touches the other touches the other. That dizzying space of 
recuperation becomes a labyrinth.

WMThe tangle. Something we’ve been alluding to all along but 
haven’t brought up specifically is landscape, or environment. We’ve 
both made contained sites—sites that seem particularly hostile to 
their inhabitants. Perilous landscapes, like just after a disaster, when 
the normal function of the habitat is in a tangle. And how the pro-
tagonists—I hate to keep using narrative terms, but—how the pro-
tagonists are struggling to find their place within a larger world.

RG Well, in Mirror Cells, the protagonist functions as the in-
terlocutor for the narrative. It signals how to read these worlds by 
designating the terms. The world seems anxious because your pro-
tagonist is anxious. He has this gnarly factor that invites one to scru-
tinize the space that he inhabits as hostile.

Similarly, these hybrid birds are essentially cannibalizing 
themselves—it’s the fraught-ness of their consuming action that 
indicates that this space within which we have encountered them 
has gone completely awry. Both zones wield a psychological barrier. 
You don’t want to enter, but you want to know how this happened. 
Well, maybe I don’t agree with that—maybe it occurs more duplic-
itously. You do want to enter. But upon entering you leave yourself 
behind. There ’s something to be said for the fact that these realms 
are not necessarily hostile because of what they reference outside 
of themselves. The protagonist is initiating this chain of relations.

WMThey’re defined as such expressly through the subjectivity 
of the protagonist. Be it in my protagonist’s actual writing, which 
is essentially stapled directly onto the face of the piece, or in the 
sort of bizarre activities of yours. Right? The pelicans eating a suit-
case? One would assume that means that things aren’t functioning 
as they’re intended to.

RG Right, pelicans don’t devour attachés, especially ones made 
of the same substance as they are. I think that circuit is so tightly 
wound that it’s bound to collapse. But there ’s more to be said about 
the status of identity in fray, or the contour of self unraveling, that is 
being enacted here. I identify with your protagonist as the frazzled 
narcissist who wants to know that he ’s here while he also wants to 
fall off the plateau of where “here” is. Which is played out by the 
fact that he sits at the edge of his known reality—

WMNew York.
RG This edge is limited. Of course he wants to escape it. We 

identify with the desire to leave and we identify with his ugliness. 
He is also very hairy. If he moved between those structures, he 
would get caught, his hair would be ripped out by the staples. For 
him to reenter his world would be very painful. So it’s not even 
a question of where do we place him when his identity is in fray? 
Likewise my hybrid birds, writhing between states of “pelican” and 
“snake,” won’t commit to a form. The zone from which they emerge 

is labeled No Where Now Here, in order to speak to these evolving 
dislocations. All in all it becomes a question for the viewer: Where 
do we place ourselves, where do we belong, if the exteriority is un-
inviting? How do we—without any invitation for intersubjective 
exchange—navigate this terrain? Where do we go with that when 
we can no longer see ourselves, when we don’t want to be here? 

This opens the door to a diffractive space for self-recogni-
tion, where the contour of self can occur in excess of what we would 
usually know (in a refractive model). Maybe that’s the escape. 

WMMy impulse to make any of this stuff came from the feeling 
that I was always going to be in my own way. Like standing behind 
yourself in a crowd. Like there ’s this fucking tall guy in front of me. 
I can’t see. That I myself was a blockage. Your own mind starts to 
feel like a precipice. That boundary between interior and exterior 
starts to feel—impermeable. Just a few minutes ago we were talking 
about the hostility of an environment being defined through subjec-
tivity. We have something in common there, in feelings like fraught-
ness or hostility or anxiety that we both want to transmit. 

RG I agree that hostility is subjective. I think of it like the under-
ground-ness of a worm’s habitat—which isn’t hostile for the worm. 
But the worm’s motion upward, which is the ungrounding of my 
ground, is hostile for me. The ground beneath our feet is destabi-
lized by the fact that anything can burrow through it.

WMAnd then this word “adjacency” becomes interesting again. 
It’s a negotiated adjacency. That’s what being a neighbor is. There ’s 
another person in the next apartment, and on paper they are more 
or less the same as you. The proximity is almost intimate, but at the 
same time it feels like an unspannable chasm. 

RG And it’s specific to the environment that we both find our-
selves in—an ugly urban landscape.

WMRight, like the feeling of being alone on a crowded subway. 
It’s absurd.

RG I’ve been thinking about this because it’s humid, the season of 
the waterbug. Even on the third floor of a building you can’t escape 
the defilement from the ground below. If a cockroach can crawl up-
ward from a subterranean position, trespassing through both pipe and 
wall, then land on your kitchen floor, and again through your wall 
onto your neighbor’s kitchen floor, that nasty navigation of a vertical 
undermines the allocation of space altogether. A wall becomes an-
other ground, and it’s all inherently permeable. While I respect this 
in principle, it feels like an invasion. I can’t rely on a wall or a floor. 
Likewise, anything we designate as private, one way or another is—

WM AND RG TOGETHER—constantly being invaded. 
WMI suppose that’s just what consciousness feels like.
RG I think we’re more forgiving of the invasion when we’re less stressed.
WMBut here you get used to the constant bombardment. So you 

have to create new ways of feeling alone.
RG There ’s a repetition to this confrontation that interferes with 

daily and bodily habit. Choices are made in response to all of these 
things. In a sense it becomes part of who we are. How we inhabit 
these spaces is part of how we define ourselves.

WMWhat’s that sound?
RG It’s a truck.
WMIt sounded like more than a truck.
RG A big big truck?
WMShould we take a break?
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Maxwell Smith-Holmes, “Rochelle Goldberg,” Kaleidoscope, No. 26, Winter 2016.

Photo credit: Corey Olsen

Petroleum arrives at the Canadian-born artist Rochelle Goldberg’s Brooklyn studio from a vendor that 
sells “West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil.” Goldberg uses crude oil, alongside living matter such as 
chia seeds and snails, as part of sprawling sculptures composed of ecological and industrial materials. 
In her oil bucket sculptures, the stench of fossil fuels emanates from baroque vessels constructed of 
hands, snakeskin, and foliage, all rendered in metallic-glazed ceramic. In other works, Goldberg suspends 
her materials in oil slicks spread across gallery floors in a gesture that recalls both rallying cries for 
environmentalism and geopolitical struggle, Greenpeace and Exxon, the Alberta tar sands and the Arabian 
Gulf. The polysemy of crude oil points to the fact that, in Goldberg’s work, objects always ooze out of their 
bounds in slippery pursuits of ever expanding meaning. 

For her solo show “The Cannibal Actif,” on view this past June at Federico Vavassori in Milan, Goldberg 
carpeted the gallery’s upstairs with chia, in various stages of its lifecycle, as part of a dystopian ecosystem 
comprised of steel outlines, crude oil, anthropic ceramics, and live snails. The snails, painted by the 
artist, after being transplanted into the exhibition from their home atop a pile of trash outside the gallery, 
metabolize the skeins of chia sprouts and oil strewn across the floor, leaving a slimy residue in their track. 
Like the lucky citizens who emerge from their bomb shelters twenty years after Doomsday, the plants and 
animals that survive in “The Cannibal Actif” appear as resilient life forms that despondently persist in the 
aftermath of a catastrophe. Seemingly oblivious snails eat, sleep, and shit in the post-apocalyptic landscape 
of a gallery polluted with petroleum and haunted by the leftover fragments of biotechnic innovation run 
afoul. Some chia seeds are caught in a state of perpetual immaturity, having been tricked into sprouting 
by the wetness of oil. Elsewhere, verdant blooms stand out as ominously fecund refuges in the midst of a 
poisonous landscape. 

Rochelle Goldberg
By Maxwell Smith-Holmes —Winter 2016

ROCHELLE 
GOLDBERG

run afoul. Some chia seeds are caught in a state 
of perpetual immaturity, having been tricked into 
sprouting by the wetness of oil. Elsewhere, verdant 
blooms stand out as ominously fecund refuges in 
the midst of a poisonous landscape. 
Goldberg refers to these installations as “diges-
tive networks,” seething complexes of matter 
and meaning that perpetually turn towards new 
terrains of signification. These are self-contained 
ecospheres that seamlessly switch between vast 
narratives and inquiries into the politics of per-
ception. Likewise, Goldberg’s work is rooted in 
disciplines as disparate as neuropsychology and 
speculative terraforming. 
For her first institutional solo exhibition, “The 
Plastic Thirsty,” opening on January 23rd at 
Sculpture Center, New York, Goldberg mounts a 
site-specific installation that elaborates the themes 
that have motivated her previous work. For Sculp-
ture Center, she has adapted the prostrate sculp-
tures that she often exhibits in traditional gal-
lery spaces to the Sculpture Center’s labyrinthine 
basement. “The Plastic Thirsty,” furthers her en-
gagements with information technology and with 
language. A 65-foot fiber optic highway surges with 
pure potentiality along one hallway while, through-
out the entire exhibition, viewers are addressed 
by a series of magic eight balls and a sculpture of 
a drowning fish. 
Goldberg often works with an elusive hand—in 
her steel tri-fold sculptures currently on view at 
Miguel Abreu Gallery in New York, she inverts 
the traditional deception of a trompe l’oeil by sug-
gesting two-dimensional planes in the place of 
three-dimensional gallery space. In testing our 
attachments to the fantasies that we project onto 
things, Goldberg’s excavates the unstable ground 
on which the world is built. 

Petroleum arrives at the Canadian-born artist 
Rochelle Goldberg’s Brooklyn studio from a ven-
dor that sells “West Texas Intermediate (WTI) 
crude oil.” Goldberg uses crude oil, alongside living 
matter such as chia seeds and snails, as part of 
sprawling sculptures composed of ecological and 
industrial materials. In her oil bucket sculptures, 
the stench of fossil fuels emanates from baroque 
vessels constructed of hands, snakeskin, and fo-
liage, all rendered in metallic-glazed ceramic. In 
other works, Goldberg suspends her materials in 
oil slicks spread across gallery floors in a gesture 
that recalls both rallying cries for environmen-
talism and geopolitical struggle, Greenpeace and 
Exxon, the Alberta tar sands and the Arabian 
Gulf. The polysemy of crude oil points to the fact 
that, in Goldberg’s work, objects always ooze out 
of their bounds in slippery pursuits of ever ex-
panding meaning.     
For her solo show, “The Cannibal Actif,” on view 
this past June at Federico Vavassori in Milan, 
Goldberg carpeted the gallery’s upstairs with chia, 
in various stages of its lifecycle, as part of a dysto-
pian ecosystem comprised of steel outlines, crude 
oil, anthropic ceramics, and live snails. The snails, 
painted by the artist, after being transplanted into 
the exhibition from their home atop a pile of trash 
outside the gallery, metabolize the skeins of chia 
sprouts and oil strewn across the floor, leaving a 
slimy residue in their track. Like the lucky citizens 
who emerge from their bomb shelters twenty years 
after Doomsday, the plants and animals that sur-
vive in “The Cannibal Actif” appear as resilient life 
forms that despondently persist in the aftermath 
of a catastrophe. Seemingly oblivious snails eat, 
sleep, and shit in the post-apocalyptic landscape 
of a gallery polluted with petroleum and haunted 
by the leftover fragments of biotechnic innovation 
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SPRAWLING SCULPTURES 
AND DYSTOPIAN ECOSYSTEMS 
OPEN UP NEW TERRAINS OF 

SIGNIFICATION

Rochelle Goldberg 
(Canadian, b. 1984) is 

an artist who lives and 
works in New York. 

She is represented by 
Federico Vavassori, 

Milano.

Rochelle Goldberg’s  
solo exhibition “The 
Plastic Thirsty” is 

currently on view at the 
Sculpture Center, Long 
Island, through 4 April.

Upcoming group 
exhibitions include 

“Roadside Picnic” at 
Kunstverein Dortmund 
from 5 March–22 May 
and “Mirror Cells” at 

Whitney Museum,  
New York, from  

13 May–21 August.  

Maxwell Smith-Holmes 
is a writer and curator 

based in New York.

Photo credit:  
Corey Olsen
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Wendy Vogel, “Mirror Cells,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, June 2016

6/17/2016 “Mirror Cells” at Whitney Museum of American Art - artforum.com / critics' picks

http://artforum.com/picks/id=60498 1/3
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“Mirror Cells”
WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART 
99 Gansevoort Street 
May 13–August 21
“Emo is on the verge of a comeback,” I told a friend not long
ago. And wouldn’t you know it, the next day I heard the
unmistakable wah-wah melody of Modest Mouse’s
“Dramamine” thudding through my floorboards, courtesy of my
neighbors. Though it is not exactly twee, we are living in a
moment of confessional culture, bolstered by important
discussions about the social consequences of identity. “Mirror
Cells,” the first group show of contemporary sculpture in the
Whitney’s newish building, acknowledges this personal turn.
The exhibition brings together five artists who realize inner
worlds through hands-on and collage techniques. As curators
Christopher Y. Lew and Jane Panetta argue, this work contrasts
with the art world’s recent obsessions with technology.

The sensibility at play is more hermetic than polemic. Win
McCarthy’s low-relief tabletop installations loosely depict
shabby cities in miniature. They recall Joseph Cornell in their
ambition to capture a fleeting moment in time. They are
adorned with newspaper headlines, voodoo-ish dolls, photos,
poems in everyday language, and daily horoscopes (the artist
was apparently born under the sensitive sign of Cancer).
Elizabeth Jaeger’s nearly flat, cracked ceramic vessels on
sawhorses, “Jack Jaeger,” 2016, pay homage to her
grandfather. And yet, politics (of selfhood and otherwise) aren’t
completely abandoned. Rochelle Goldberg’s installation No
Where Now Here, 2016, evokes environmental disaster
through animal forms coated with an oily glaze, staged on a
sprouting bed of chia seeds. Four video sculptures by Maggie Lee, playing chapters from her experimental
documentary about her mother’s sudden death, Mommy, 2015, hearken back to avant-gardists such as Nam
June Paik but also call to mind the funereal shrines of various Asian cultures. Liz Craft, the oldest artist in the
show, presents her creepy “Spider Woman” figures, 2014–16; a series of “Little Lips,” 2016; and speech-
bubble sculptures. While some of the latter works are free of text, others contain searing messages directed
at women—notably, Your Pussy or Your Life, 2015.

— Wendy Vogel

Liz Craft, Spider Woman Purple Dress
(detail), 2015, papier-mâché, mixed media,
dimensions variable.
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 John Chiaverina, “Spider Women, Cargo Ships, Chia Grass, and ‘Mommy’: Behind the Scenes of ‘Mirror Cells’ at the Whitney Museum,” ArtNews, June 2016
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SPIDER WOMEN, CARGO SHIPS, CHIA GRASS, AND ‘MOMMY’: BEHIND
THE SCENES OF ‘MIRROR CELLS’ AT THE WHITNEY MUSEUM
BY John Chiaverina POSTED 06/10/16 10:00 AM
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he term “mirror neurons” refers to the brain cells that activate when observing other’s actions. It is also partly the inspiration

behind the title of “Mirror Cells,” the much-talked-about five-artist sculpture exhibition on view through August 21 on the

eighth floor of the Whitney Museum in New York.

“When we settled on ‘Mirror Cells’ there was definitely this scientific and biological connection to mirror neurons,” Whitney associate
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“When we settled on ‘Mirror Cells’ there was definitely this scientific and biological connection to mirror neurons,” Whitney associate

curator Christopher Y. Lew, who organized the exhibition alongside associate curator Jane Panetta, told me. “But I think we also liked

the idea that a lot of these artists are creating these worlds, these almost cell-like environment spaces, and that they are reflective of the

world or their own life, so in a way the title could have this kind of double entendre for us.”

The exhibition, in part, came about as a result of the curators taking in shows at

smaller galleries and project spaces around the city. It was there that they observed

certain threads that would end up connecting a lot of the work in “Mirror Cells,”

namely a movement toward the use of humble materials, figurative elements, and

also what Panetta called “this idea of people willingly engaged with narrative, but

also narratives that have to do with political issues, or with personal issues.” The

curator said that “a lot of the works have a certain vulnerability to them that feels

manifested in how they were made in a funny way formally, but also in the

content, the personal content that they were willing to share.”

A good amount of the work on display was created specifically for the show.

Elizabeth Jaeger contributed nine new narrow “ceramic vessels” on steel saw

horses. They look a bit like the AT-AT Walkers from Star Wars and take up the

center of the space. “They’re vases, but I’m calling them vessels because they also

kind of resemble a steam ship, like a cargo boat,” Jaeger told me over the phone.

“If you look at the footprint of a cargo ship, it’s kind of in an elongated oval,” she

explained. “They have a similar vibe.”

Although vessels weren’t on the forefront of her mind, Jaeger told me that she was

having cruise ship-related nightmares while creating the work. “When I finished

making them I stopped dreaming of cruise ships and boats,” she said. “When

you’re making work, you don’t really sometimes know directly what it’s about,” she

continued. “I never thought about them as boats, and I kept having these dreams,

then I was looking at them, and I was like, ‘Oh, these are so obviously kind of a boat.’ ”

Each work in “Mirror Cells” can function as its its own discrete narrative, but when spread out among the space and contextualized

with other pieces, new conversations and stories begin to unfold. Another New Yorker, Maggie Lee, has installed four televisions

playing different chapters from her movie Mommy—a documentary about her late mother in the aftermath of her passing. Each

television is outfitted with shiny, hyperspecific decorations that represent a member of Lee’s family: her mother, her father, her sister,

and herself. Some of the televisions have the sound on, so that they are literally in conversation with other pieces in the show.
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“Everyone has these characters that they made, or the sculptures are kind of like weird people or weird figures, but they’re all existing in
this weird landscape,” Lee said in a phone interview. “Liz Craft has these spider women sculptures and I feel like I can see them
blinking at times, and you can hear the TV buzzing in the background, looping on speakers. So, it’s this weird echoing thing, but when
you walk closer you can listen to a story if you pay attention.”

Indeed, the sculptures that Craft (the lone Los Angeles artist in a show of New Yorkers) has made depict disembodied spider women of
sorts, with papier-mâché heads and cobwebs shooting out of wooden planks that form their arms and legs. “The work in the Whitney
contains a lot of new work specific to the space as well as work developed in the last five years,” Craft said over email. “The works
continue older ideas of form and collage, but I think I’m getting more clear about my interest in installation.” Both bodies of work, she
explained, attempt to “engage the space and try to include the viewer.”

Other works approach the space in different ways. Rochelle Goldberg’s installation No Where, Now Here includes live chia grass
growing out of the carpet, creating an actual ecosystem within a sculptural one, and Win McCarthy’s sculptures take on a decidedly raw
feel, collaging newspaper clippings and self-portraits with rough-and-ready materials, including metal and rocks. Some areÏdiorama-
like pieces that synthesize personal and political concerns, and take a look at city living through an internal lens.

In our interview, Lew said that “Mirror Cells” is similar to the Whitney’s recent contemporary painting exhibition, “Flatlands,” in that
it attempts to locate “certain tendencies that are actually happening right now.” To capture the present moment, the curators acted
quickly, spending less than a year organizing the show, working at aÏpaceÏmore common for a small commercial gallery than a major
institution. The goal, Panetta said, was toÏcreate an exhibition that isÏ“reflective of what’s happening in real time.”

Copyright 2016, ARTnews Ltd, 40 W 25th Street, 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10010. All rights reserved.
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9 ART EVENTS TO ATTEND IN NEW YORK CITY THIS WEEK
BY The Editors of ARTnews POSTED 05/09/16 11:54 AM
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MONDAY, MAY 9

Reading: “Say Bye to Reason and Hi to Everything” at the Kitchen 
This event celebrates the publication of Say Bye to Reason and Hi to Everything, a chapbook anthology edited by Andrew Durbin and
featuring new writing by Dodie Bellamy, Cecilia Corrigan, Amy De’Ath, Lynn Tillman, and Jackie Wang. Each writer will read their
work, while the artist Nayland Blake, who designed the book’s cover, will stage a performance. 
The Kitchen, 512 West 19th Street, 7 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAY 10

Talk: Nancy Grossman, Marilyn Minter, Laurie Simmons, and Betty Tompkins at Flag Art Foundation 
Nancy Grossman, Marilyn Minter, Laurie Simmons, and Betty Tompkins are quite a quartet. The four artists, each of whom have
been made iconic by their artwork dealing in the representation of women, will come together to speak about just this, and about their
careers as artists and feminists. Glenn Fuhrman will moderate. 

Flag Art Foundation, 545 West 25th Street, 9th Floor, 6–8 p.m. RSVP to
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Flag Art Foundation, 545 West 25th Street, 9th Floor, 6–8 p.m. RSVP to
rsvp@flagartfoundation.org

THURSDAY, MAY 12

Opening: Billy Al Bengston at Andrew Kreps Gallery 

As Andrew Kreps prepares to open a joint space with Anton Kern in San

Francisco, the gallery brings work by a Californian to New York. Billy Al

Bengston is hardly a name familiar to many Manhattanites, but in Los Angeles

during the ’60s and ’70s, he would have been better known. Having come to the

fore through Ferus Gallery, which also made artists like Edward Kienholz and

Larry Bell famous, Bengston notably incorporated artificial elements into his work

while also at the same time finding a way to mimic nature. Bengston went diving

in his free time, and the works in this exhibition mirror the flow of animals

underwater. They’re mostly cut-up canvases that are suspended from the ceiling—

Bengston has compared seeing the work to swimming through a kelp forest. At

Kreps’s smaller 535 West 22nd Street space, Bengston’s watercolors will also be on view. 

Andrew Kreps Gallery, 535 and 537 West 22nd Street, 6–8 p.m.

Screening: “Selections from Magellan” at Met Breuer 
Avant-garde filmmaker Hollis Frampton is best known for (nostalgia), 1971, in

which he offers stories in the form of voiceover as he burns photographs, but

Frampton meant for his Magellan cycle to be his greatest work. With an intended

runtime of 36 hours, the Magellan cycle was supposed to be a group of films that

loosely paralleled Ferdinand Magellan’s voyage around the world. Frampton died

in 1984, of cancer-related causes, so the work was never completely realized.

What stands of it today has already been the subject of intense scholarly study,

however—it’s laced with Duchampian puns and references to the birth of the

universe. Selections from the Magellan cycle will screen in the Met Breuer’s

“Unfinished Film” series, where they feel more at home than ever. Ken Eisenstein,

a scholar who writes about American experimental film, will introduce the

selections. —Alex Greenberger 
Met Breuer, 945 Madison Avenue, 6:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 13

Opening: “Mirror Cells” at Whitney Museum 

Since reopening, the Whitney has been particularly kind to emerging artists—its

Rachel Rose and Jared Madere projects and its recent figurative-painting survey

“Flatlands” are proof. Now Christopher Y. Lew and Jane Panetta continue that

commitment to up-and-comers with this mysterious show, named for the brain neurons that are activated when humans observe

behavior. The show loosely focuses on artists whose work—here, mostly sculptures made from commonplace materials, like wood and

clay—reacts to outside factors, be it the passing of a mother or other works in the show. The artist list is strong and comes mostly from

small New York galleries, like Off Vendome and Real Fine Arts: Liz Craft, Rochelle Goldberg, Elizabeth Jaeger, Maggie Lee, and

Win McCarthy. Also worth noting: several screenings of Lee’s can’t-miss film Mommy are already slated to happen at the museum.

—Alex Greenberger 
Whitney Museum, 99 Gansevoort Street, 10:30 a.m.–10 p.m.

Opening: “Frida Smoked” at Invisible-Exports 
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Sam Korman, “Rochelle Godlberg Sculpture Center / New York,” Flash Art, March 2016.

The centerpiece of Rochelle Goldberg’s exhibition “The Plastic Thirsty” is a human-size pair of desiccated 
fish skeletons titled For every living carcass I and II (all works 2016). Slick with imitation-snakeskin glaze, 
the heads and tails consist of serpentine ceramic coils; slender steel bars animate the skeletons like 
antiquated machines. The deserted husk of one animal comprises the discarded corpse of another.

Goldberg negotiates SculptureCenter’s difficult basement galleries through a series of dream-like vignettes 
that imbue the show with a sense of abandonment and fearsome potential. However, other works strain to 
achieve the same effect. Try Again, I, II, III, IV, V is a series of magic 8-balls. Their fortunes tell of existential 
isolation, but the objects’ kitsch appeal renders them humdrum and impersonal. In Iron Oracle, a contour-
line sculpture of a steam engine is lodged within a tunnel-like gallery, which is coated to hip-height with 
chia seeds. The high-water mark is an eerie, immanent and bodily register of geologic catastrophe, but 
it’s hard not to wonder whether trains, floods, magic 8-balls and snakeskins continue to be legible for 
their folkloric foreboding. Here, Goldberg’s adept craft and material vocabulary struggle to wrest an acute 
or specific transformation from the histories of the symbols themselves — they remain too general to get 
under the skin.

Nonetheless, something still hides in the dungeon-like basement. A fiber-optic cable’s cold white light 
glows through a crawlspace in the concrete bulwark. The space is barely large enough to fit an adult; 
and as the light-line recedes into shadow, intermittently obstructed by indecipherable objects, it appears 
leftover from some prior industrial function. It’s creepy to think that Original Spill has been overlooked on 
prior visits to the institution — it exists within a liminal zone, more infestation than installation. Goldberg’s 
show belongs to this post-apocalyptic dream, but oftentimes it leaves for want the unwieldy and inscrutable 
experience of such dystopic imaginings.

Rochelle Goldberg SculptureCenter / New York
By Sam Korman— March 23, 2016



Elena Tavecchia, “Rochelle Goldberg ‘Theplastic thirsty’ at Sculpture Center, New York”, Mousse Magazine, March 19, 2016.

Rochelle Goldberg interviewed by ElenaTavecchia

Elena Tavecchia: What is the starting point of your exhibition “The Plastic Thirsty”?

Rochelle Goldberg: The plastic thirsty, as a condition, articulates the simultaneous occurrence of fluidity 
and dehydration in the industrial lubricant, which services the machine by enabling the components to 
work together-forever-apart. Consider the teeth of the gear in motion—the industrial lubricant is in between 
all points of contact so that they never actually touch. Throughout the exhibition this logic infects the motifs 
in play and calls into question modes of connectivity that equally transmit a loss of contact or a rupturing of 
terms. The initial backstory is a conversation with a severed fish head that is thirsty for a body of water. The 
body of water is not the fish’s actual body, but the body that it needs, and the body that we can’t provide 
for it. This conundrum unravels a complex set of relations that can no longer congeal as replacement flesh 
for the fish’s ghosted form.

ET: Chia seeds are a constant presence in your work, each time encountering different settings or partially 
controlled transformations.

RG: Throughout my intimate acquaintance with this species of seed I have become very aware of how 
thirsty it is, accumulating its own reserve of water in advance of sprouting. The seed in this stage signals 
its facility for hosting an adjacent or tangential growth that surprises our expectation of its going green 
potential. So a different kind of growth is being considered here; the seeds have been laced with a steel 
fiber and agitated into a phase of sustained oxidation. The moisture barrier of the seed will grow rust. This 
oxidation continues the ephemeral transformative aspect I have been exploring. The chia seeds become 
a host for a parasitic flourish that poisons its own capacity for reproduction.

Rochelle Goldberg “The plastic thirsty” at SculptureCenter, New York
By Elena Tavecchia— March 19, 2016



ET: What is nature for you?

RG: Questions around nature tend
to reveal themselves in a tangle of broad terms. Here I connect with it through the intersection of animate 
and inanimate material systems—a confusing of what is alive or not. Any time we engage with a thing that 
can express vitality but is not human, it somehow becomes nature. I want to pursue a perversion of organicity 
and categories of species. Where does the intersection of animate or inanimate become unclear? I am a living 
corpse, and instances of life that are hosted by an alternate living organism are less easy to pin down.

ET: I noticed you have a recurring tendency towards a rhizomatic horizontal display, counterbalanced with 
vertical frames in dialogue with the architecture of the space.

RG: The physical body is redundantly framed by an architectural display that consistently intersects horizontal 
grounds with vertical barriers. Disorienting the structural language of our built environment is a tactic to 
destabilize it. And perhaps invites a limb to trespass.
Part of my work dialogues interiority with exteriority, and uses instances of tangles, coils, spills and leaks to 
disembowel the contour appearing in between an inside that also pushes out. In capping the SculptureCenter’s 
arched tunnel with the face of a steam locomotive, the entire length of passage is rendered an interiority of a 
train spilling itself out.

ET: Severed body parts surface from the ground, or, in the past, they have been hinted at through abject forms 
that resemble empty toilet seats: is the human body evoked through its absence?

RG: The severed parts stand in for what we are willing to accept in place of a body or a species of being. The 
part in place of the whole also occurs as a linguistic device, metonymy, which informs the structure of how this 
asymmetry of contents occurs. “All hands on deck” for instance is redeployed in this piece as “Hands replace 
the deck”. The severed relations of hands in place of the body is really violent; it disregards the specificity in 
favor of an anonymous. Here the hands work against their reduction, grabbing hold of, or getting caught in the 
passage of fiber-fluid. Where reach might seem to escape or increasingly lay wasted; the seed illuminated at 
the end of each fiber seems to ignite an idea of re-emergence. The human agent is implicated in terms of an 
absence. This is necessary to provoke the projection of potential presence, action, and viability.

ET: How is the texture of the ceramic determined?

RG: Refractive surfaces reveal themselves through distance and always appear as far away. This feeling of 
surface cancels out any evidence of intimacy or the mode in which the piece was made. All the ceramic works 
have the markings of fingerprints to perform contact. I find it interesting that the indentation on the surface 
of the ceramic material is the registration of the raw ceramic moving away from you while you are in the act 
of touching it. What model of contact or interaction in occurrence is this? The surface of the raw ceramic will 
continue to recede until you remove touch from it. The fingerprint arrives at the termination of this contact. 
Cold refractive glaze is an additional canceling out of trace, so that this trace of contact continues its illusory 
presence and dissuades the reality out of reach.

ET: “You will commit a crime”?

RG: Everyone is implicated.



Barbara Casavecchia, “Rochelle Goldberg, The Cannibal Actif,” ArtReview, September 2015, p. 145



“The Secret Life,” Goings On About Town: Art, The New Yorker, July 2015

Save paper and follow @newyorker on Twitter

Art

“THE SECRET LIFE”
June 25 2015 – August 7 2015

“Art completes what nature cannot finish,” Aristotle wrote. So do the artists in
this impressive botanically minded show, organized by the imaginative painter
Leidy Churchman. Elegant close-up photographs of flora by the German
naturalist Karl Blossfeldt find their successors in James Welling’s hazy, half-
reflective images of plants. Rochelle Goldberg, an exciting young Canadian
sculptor, encircles her ceramic vessels with sprouting chia. (On a recent visit, an
attendant was carefully pruning the growth and spraying the sculpture with
nutrients.) Don’t miss the fine painting of a purple flowering plant, from 1961,
by the fictitious Pop artist Vern Blosum, whose true identity is still unknown.
Through Aug. 7.

Murray Guy (http://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/venue/murray-guy)

453 W. 17th St.

New York, NY 10011

http://murrayguy.com (http://murrayguy.com)

212-463-7372
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Jennifer Piejko, “The Gentle Way (JUDO),” Flash Art 301, March-April 2015.



Aaron Peck, “Rochelle Goldberg,” Artforum, Vol. 53, No. 7, March 2015, pp. 289-290


